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This paper introduces the use of coujugate transforms in the study of .rl- 
semigroups of probability distribution functions. If A’ denotes the space of 
one-dimensional distribution functions concentrated on [O, rx) and T is a 
z-nom~, i.e., a suitable binary operation on [0, 11, then the operation 7T is defined 
for F, G in d+ by T#‘, G)(x) = .st~p,,+~=~ T(F(u), G(v)) for ail x. The pair 
(47, TV) is then a semigroup. For any A~chimedenn f-norm T, a conjugate 
transform CT is defined on (A+, TV). These transforms are shown to play a role 
similar to that played by the Laplace transform on the convolution semigroup. 
Thus a theory of “characteristic functions” for 7T semigroups is developed. 
In addition to establishing their basic algebraic properties, we also use conjugate 
transforms to study the algebraic questions of the cancellation la-w, infinitely 
divisible elements, and solutions of equations in 7T semigroups. 
1. IT~;TRODUCTI~N 
Severai classes of semigroups of probability distribution functions arise 
naturally in the theory of probabilistic metric (PM) spaces [13]. The most 
prominent of these is the class of 7r semigroups which arise in connection with 
Menger’s original triangle inequality for PM spaces [i’, 14j. This paper intro- 
duces the use of conjugate transforms in the study of 7r semigroups. These 
transforms play a role similar to that played by the Laplace transform on the 
convolution semigroup. Thus we develop a theory of “characteristic functions” 
for rT semigrou_ps. 
In Section 2 we apply a transform used by Bellman and Karush [2, 3, 41 (and 
which WC will call the (Prod)-conjugate tvansfornz) to study the 7prod semigr-oup. 
The key property of the Prod-conjugate transform C is that, for any distance 
distribution functions F, G, we have C(+&F, G))(z) = CF(z) . CG(z) for ali 
z > 0. Among other things, we abstractly characterize conjugate transforms 
of distribution functions and identify those distribution functions which arc 
invertible under the conjugate transform. In Section 3, given any Archimedean 
t-norm T, we suitably modify the Prod-conjugate transform to produce a 
T-conjugate transfotm Cr. and, insofar as possible, generalize the results of the 
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previous section to the case of the transform Cr applied to the corresponding or 
semigroup. Finally, in Section 4 we use conjugate transforms to study algebraic 
questions in or semigroups. In particular, we show when the cancellation law 
holds, identify a class of infinitely divisible elements in each 7r semigroup, and 
solve equations in 9-r semigroups. 
Conjugate transforms have further applications to or semigroups and PM 
spaces. In subsequent papers [15, 163, th e author will show that conjugate 
transforms are “continuous” operations on 7T semigroups and are very 
effective in studying the convergence of sequences in or semigroups. In 
addition, Schweizer and the author have used conjugate transforms in [12] to 
study the question of betweenness in PM spaces. 
Before we proceed we must state some definitions, known facts, and, technical 
results to be used in the sequel: The spaces of probability distribution functions 
which we will consider are 
and 
LI = {F: R -+ [0, 1] 1 F is left-continuous and non-decreasing) 
A+ = {FEA IF(O) = O}. 
In particular l 0 and 6, in A+ are defined by 
q&4 = 0, 32 < 0, 
1, 
and cm(x) = 0 for all x. Yzz x > 0; (1.1) 
A t-norm is a two-place function T: [0, l] x [O, l] --f [0, l] which is symmetric, 
associative, non-decreasing in each place, and has 1 as a unit. We say that a 
t-norm T is Archimedean if T is continuous and satisfies T(a, a) < a for all 
a E (0, 1); and strict if T is continuous on the closed unit square and is strictly 
increasing in each place on (0, l] x (0, 11. Standard examples of t-norms are 
Product, Minimum, and T,(a, b) = max(a + b - 1, O}. Note that a strict 
t-norm must also be Archimedean. 
For any t-norm T, we define the operation Q- on F, G in A+ at any real x by 
VP’, G)(4 = =v, WW G(4). (1.2) 
In particular, when T = Product we will denote or by rp . 
If the t-norm T is left-continuous as a two-place function, then the pair 
(A+, or) is called a 7r semigroup, since from [13, 141 (A+, or) is then a commutative 
semigroup with unit l a . In addition, 
if F > G then r&F, H) > rr(G, H) for all H in A+, (1.3) 
where F > G means F(x) > G(x) for all X. 
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From ;li 6, 8] we have the following key result to be used in the subsecluent 
development: The t-norm T is Archimedean if and oniy if there exists a con- 
tinuous and increasing function h: [O, l] ---f [0, 1] with h(l) = 1 such that T 
is representable in the form 
T(x, y) = h-‘l(h(x) . h(y)), (1.4) 
where hl-ll is the pseudo-inverse of h, i.e., 
h[-‘l(x) = 0, 0 < x < h(O), 
= h-l(x), h(0) < x < 1; 
(1.5) 
where h-i is the usual inverse of h on [12(O), I]. 
The function h in (1.4) is called a multiplicative generator of the Archimedean 
t-norm T. Note from (1.5) that h[-ll is a continuous and non-decreasing function 
on the unit interval. In addition, h[-ll = h-l if and only if h(0) = 0. These 
facts yield the result that, if h is a multiplicative generator of the Archimedean 
t-norm T, then T is strict if and only if h(0) = 0, i.e., if and only if M-l] = h-i. 
For any multiplicative generator Iz, we have that 
Wlh(x) = x, for all x E [0, 11, (14 
hhPl(x) = max(h(O), ~1, for all x E [0, l]. (1.7) 
The q operations are also well-defined mappings from d x d into d [IS] 
and in [lo], for any Archimedean t-norm T with multiplicative generator h, 
we used the representation (1.4) to establish that, for any F, G E d, 
T~(F, G) = h[-ll(Tp(h OF, h o G)), (1.8) 
where the composite h o F is given by 12 0 F(x) = h(F(x)) for all X. 
Note that, if T is strict, then h(0) = 0, whence if follows that, for any F E A-, 
the composite iz 0 F is also in d-1-. But for non-strict Archimedean t-narms T 
this is no longer true. For in the non-strict case if FE d+ and 3~’ < 0 then 
h 0 F(x) = h(0) > 0 and h OF $ il+. We would like to modify (1.8) so that it 
always yieIds a representation of rr on d: in terms of 7P on AT. To do this we 
proceed as follows: Let T be an Archimedean t-norm with multiplicative 
generator h. For any F E A+ define the function hF c il+ by: 
hF(x) = 0, x < 0, 
= h(F(x)), 0 < x; 
(1.9) 
i.e., ?zF is just h D F modified to be zero for non-positive arguments. It then 
follows from (1.4), (1.9) and the fact that, for any F, G E A”, both T~(F, 6;) and 
T~(W, hG) are in A+, that 
T&F, G) = hr-ll(~,(hF, hG)). (1.10) 
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Also note here that combining (1.8) and (I. 10) yields that 
h[-ll(,(hF, hG)) = Iz[-~](T,(~ 0 F, h 0 G)). (1.11) 
Expressions will arise in the sequel when using the representation (1.10) where 
it may not be clear whether h is playing the role of composition or of the conven- 
tion (1.9) (for example, in the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.7). However, no 
difficulties arise in these cases because (1.11) will allow us to switch interpreta- 
tions at will. 
Finally, it is easily verified from (1.5) and (1.7) that, for any multiplicative 
generator 12 and any x, y E [0, I], we have 
]zr-~l(j&-~l(,) . y) = hFl(x . y); (1.12) 
which, since the sup operation may be pulled in and out of the argument of 
U-r], yields that, for any F, G E A+, 
W+,(hWl(F), G)) = WJ(,(F, G)). (1.13) 
2. THE CONJUGATE TRANSFORM FOR T =PRODUCT 
Bellman and Karush used the “conjugate function” concept of Fenchel [5] 
to develop what they called the maximum transform M for real functions [2-41. 
They showed that, for any real functions f, g, we have (using our notation with 
the t-norm T = Product) 
M(TP(fT g>>(4 = -WC4 . J&w for all x > 0, (2.1) 
whenever the respective transforms all exist. Thus the maximum transform can 
be directly applied to the semigroup (A+, rp). However, Bellman and Karush 
worked for the most part with an equivalent but “additive” form of this trans- 
form. In addition, even though they worked in a more general setting, they 
restricted themselves to studying the maximum transform on “admissible” real 
functions [3,4]. Thus their results do not extend to all of A+. However, this 
extension has been made by the author in [ll]. All of Bellman and Karush’s 
results are shown to carry over to (A+, TV). In this context, we will use the term 
(Prod)-conjugate transform to denote the maximum transform as applied to 
this semigroup. 
In this section we will list the properties of the conjugate transform on (d+, TV). 
Since most of these properties are either extensions of previous results of 
Fenchel and Bellman-Karush to A+ or are easily verified, no proofs will be given 
here. Direct proofs of all results presented in this section appear in Chapter 1 
of [II]. 
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~>EFIKITIOS 2.1. For any FE Ai-, the (Prod)-conjugate transform of F, 
denoted CF, is defined for z 2 0 by 
CF(z) = wf ecdZF(x). 
/ 
g.2) 
Properties of the Conjugate Transform, C on (A+, rp) 
Below Iet F, G be any elements of A+. 
(PI) If F f E, then CF is a positive, non-increasing, continuous, log- 
convex function from [0, 00) into (0, 11. Also, Cc,(z) = 0 for a’il x 3 0. 
(P2) CF(0) = lim,,,F(x) and lim,,, CF(z) = F(O+). 
(P3) If F > G then CF 3 GG, i.e., CF(,z) 3 CG(z) for all x 3 0. 
(P4) C(rp(F, G)) = CF . GG. 
DEFIMTIOK 2.2. Let F E A+ and let 6, = sup(x i F(x) = 0). ‘I’hen 
(a) F is log-concave if log F is concave on (b, ) co). (Note that by this 
definition cot is log-concave.) 
(b) The log-concave nvelope ojF, denoted by P, is defined for x > bF by 
log%) = sup@ * logF(x,) + q * log&4 : 9, q 3 0, f -t p = I, 
x1 , x2 > bF and x = pr, + 4x2) 
and&x) --_ 0 for x < bF . In words, the graph of logpis just the upper boundary 
of the “concave hull” of the graph of log F on (bF , 00). 
(P5) F is in A+ and is log-concave. 
(P6) AF 3 F and F = F if and only if F is log-concave. 
jP7) F = c0 if and only if F = E,, . 
(P8) E = E, if and only if F = E, . 
-- 
(P9) qz(F,F) = +(FI F). 
(PlO) h;F = CF. 
(Pll) If F, G are both log-concave, then T~(F, 6) is log-concave. 
DEF~K~TI~~ 2.3. (a) Let 
SZ = (+: 10, 02) --f (0, I] I+ is positive, non-increasing, 
log-convex, and continuous) U [6,), 
where B,(z) = 0 for all z 3 0. 
(b) For any $, E GZ, define C*+ via 
C*+(x) = in& ezz#(x) for all x; g.1) 
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where, in addition, C*$ is normalized to be left-continuous. (C*4 will have at 
most one discontinuity.) 
(c) Let d,+ = {GE d+ 1 G is log-concave}. 
Below let 4, 0 be any elements of a. 
(P12) Q? = {CF 1 FE A+>. 
(P13) C*+ Ed,+ and CC*+ = +. 
(P14) If 4 > 6’ then C*$ 3 C*@ 
(P15) The restriction of the conjugate transform to dp+, C: ,4,+ -+ Q!, is a 
bijection (i.e., one-to-one and onto) with inverse C*. 
(P16) C”CF = E 
(P17) F = G if and only if CF = CG. 
- - 
(P18) T~(F, G) = T~(F, G). 
(P19) C*(CF CG) = T#, G’). 
(P20) C*(+ . 0) = rp(C*& C*B). (Note $ . 0 E a) 
(P21) For any a: > 0, CFm(z) = (cF(z/~l))~ for all x 3 0. 
(P22) For any 01 > 0, C*+(X) = (C*#(~/ol))~ for all X. 
(P23) For a > 0 if H(x) = F(x - a) for all x then HE d+ and CH(z) = 
e-uz . CF(x) for all z 2 0. 
(P24) For a > 0 if e(z) = e-az$(x) for x > 0 then 0 E GZ and, for all X, 
cyx> = C”$(x - a). 
(P25) For a > 0 if G(z) = F(ax) then CG(z) = CF(z/a) for all ,s > 0. 
(P26) For a > 0 if o(s) = +( as- ) f or x > 0, then 0 E d and, for all x, C*a(x) = 
C”q5(x~a). 
Note that, in view of (P9), any transform M on O+ that satisfies (P4) and is 
non-zero on non-trivial distribution functions must necessarily satisfy Mp = 
MF. Thus A,+ is the largest subset of 8+ on which such a transform can be one- 
to-one. For studying certain algebraic questions on (A+, TV), being non-zero is 
an essential property of our transform. Hence, in this sense, the conjugate 
transform is “best possible.” 
3. CONJUGATE TRANSFORMS FOR ARCHIMEDEAN ~-NORMS 
In this section, for each Archimedean t-norm T, we define a transform C, , 
called the T-conjugate transform, on (A+, TT) and, insofar as possible, extend the 
results outlined in the previous section for the Prod-conjugate transform on 
(A+, +) to this more general case. In this undertaking we rely heavily on the 
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concept of a multiplicative generator of an Archimedean t-norm T, as given m 
(1.4). Hence, to avoid repetition, when we reJer to an Archimedean t-norm T, the 
function h will always be a multiplicative generator of T and hi-l] will always be 
the pseudo-inverse of h. Multiplicative generators are not unique, consequently, 
for each Archimedean t-norm T, we choose a specific multiplicative generator 
h which remains fixed throughout the discussion. In each case it is easily seen 
that the particular choice of h does not effect the generality of our results. In 
particular, when T = Product, h is the identity function. 
DEFINTION 3.1. Let T be an Archimedean t-norm. For any FE LIT, the 
T-conjugate transform of F, denoted i&F, is defined for z >, 0 by 
C@‘(Z) = C(hF)(a) = ~f,p eezzhF(x), (3.1) 
, 
where C is the Prod-conjugate transform and hF E L1+ is given by (I.!+ 
Our approach in this section is to use (3.1) and the representation (1.10) to 
deduce many of the properties of T-conjugate transforms from properties of the 
Prod-conjugate transform. The first key result for T-conjugate transforms is: 
THEOREM 3. I. Let T be an Archimedean t-norm. Thelz ,ior any F, G E rl- 
ami any z > 0, 
CT(~T(F, G))(z) = max{h(O), &F(z) CT@(z)). 
Proof. Using (1.4), (1.7), and the fact that h is continuous and increasing, 
we have 
G-(+5 GM4 = 2: e-Z*h(gsz T(F(y), 6(x - Y))) 
/ 
= sup sup e-zZh(h[-Ll(hF(y) I hG(x - y))) 
Q>O X>Y>O 
= sup sup e--zz . max(h(O), hF(y) . hG(x - y)]. 
?I>0 sh 
Letting w = x - y, this becomes 
sup sup e-(w+u)z * max(h(O), hF(y) * hG(w)] 
Go w$o 
= max(sup sup e--(wt~)Zh(0), (sut e-“ZhF(y)) . (sup e-~2hG(w))j 
do t&o &O 
= max{h(Q), C,F(z) . C,G(z)j, 
completing the proof. 
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When the t-norm T is strict we have h(0) = 0, yielding: 
COROLLARY 3.1. If T is a strict t-norm, then, for any F, G E A+, 
&(T*(F, G)) = C,F . C,G. (3.3) 
Property (3.2) does not reduce to (3.3) for Archimedean, non-strict t-norms. 
In fact, Theorem 3.11 will show that this reduction cannot be expected in this 
case. However, property (3.2) will prove to be just as useful for the non-strict 
case. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For any Archimedean t-norm T, 
(i) Let 6Yr = {# E 0! j C(z) > h(0) for x 3 0). 
(ii) For any 4 E Q& , define C$$(x) = h[-lJ(C*$(x)) for all X, where C*+ 
is given by (2.3). 
(iii) FE A+ is T-log-concave if hF is log-concave. 
(iv) The T-log-concave envelope of F E A+, denoted FT , is given by 
FT = h’-ll(h%), (3.4) 
- 
where hF is the log-concave envelope of hF. (Thus we may also denote P by Fp .) 
(v) A,+ = (FE A+ 1 F is T-log-concave). 
Remarks. (1) Note that, for any Archimedean t-norm T, we have &- C GZ 
with G&- = 6? if and only if T is strict. In particular, C$$ is well defined by (ii) 
for any 4 E GY. (2) If g, h are both multiplicative generators of the same Archi- 
medean t-norm T, then for some 01 > 0 we have g = ha. Thus, for FE A+, 
gF = (hF)Ol, whence gF is log-concave if and only if hF is log-concave. Therefore 
T-log-concavity does not depend on the choice of the multiplicative generator h, 
i.e., T-log-concave functions are determined by the t-norm T alone. Similarly, 
it can be shown that T-log-concave envelopes depend only on the t-norm T. 
We characterize T-conjugate transforms in: 
THEOREM 3.2. For any Archimedean t-norm T, G& = (C,F [FE A+>. 
Proof. The inclusion {C,F /FE A+> C G& is an easy consequence of (PI), 
(P2), (P12), and the fact that, for FE A+, C,F = C(hF) where hF E A+ and 
hF(O+) > h(0). 
Conversely, let 4 E I?&- . Then by (P15) there is a GE A,+ so that CG = 4. 
In addition, by Definition 3.2(i) and (P2), we have that G(O+) = limz-tco d(z) > 
h(O), whence G(x) >, h(0) for all x > 0. Thus if we defineF byF(x) = M-rl(G(x)) 
then FE A+ and, using (1.7) and (1.9), hF = G. By (3.1) we then have that 
C,F = CG = 4 and the proof is complete. 
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Other properties which carry over immediately from Section 2 via (3.1) and 
Definition 3.2 are listed in: 
THEORZM 3.3. Let T be an Awhimedean t-norm and let F, 6, PJ E A+. Then 
(1) &F(Q) = lim,,, W(x) and lim,,, C&z) = .W(O+). 
(2) ~fTfF#cx then ($-F(z) > 0 ftw all x > 0. 
(3) If F > G then C,F >, C,G. 
(4) If+, 6’ E G& and + >, 0 then C.‘F$ > C$B. 
(5) F,=e,,ifandonlyifF=c,. 
(6) E;- = cCO if and only if F = E, . 
A key property of T-log-concave envelopes is given by: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let T be an Archimedean t-norm. Then, jw alzy FE AT, 
TT(F, Fz-) = TT(& > FT). 
PWO& Using (l.lO), (3.4), (1.13), and (P9), we have 
+F, FT) = h[-ll(,,(hF, hF,)) = hi-+,(hF, h/W(h~))) 
= h[-a(,(hF, hF)) = h[-ll(~-p(~, h7)) = h[-ll(,(?dW(@), 
hh-‘l(hF))) = h-11(+(hF,, hF,)) = ~~(17~) FT), 
completing the proof. 
To establish the connection between T-log-concave distribution functions 
and T-conjugate transforms, we begin with: 
THEOREM 3.5. Let T be an Archimedean t-norm. Theq Ji aFzy FE A+, 
J?~ E A,+ and C,(F,) = C,F. 
Proof. First it is easily seen that F, E A+. Also, by (I$), (].7), and (3.4)) we - 
have that hF, = h(h[-II( = hF, w h ence li;- is T-log-concave. Use of (3.1) 
and (P10) with the above then completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.6. For any Archimedean t-nom T, CT: A,+ -+ Q?.. is a bijectiq 
with inoerse C$ . 
Boof. Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 imply that C,: L$T + ~7&. is onto. 
Xext if F E A=+ then hF is log-concave. Hence, using (3.1), Definition 3.2(G), 
(Pl5), and (1.6), we have that 
C;C,F = C;C(hF) = hM?C(hF) = WJ(hF) = F, 
completing the proof. 
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There are several easy consequences of the preceding results which we list in: 
THEOREM 3.7. For any Archimedean t-norm T and any F, G E 5+, 
(1) C$CTF = FT. 
(2) FT 3 F and F, = F if and only if F E A,+. 
(3) FT = GT ;f and only ;f C,F = C,G. 
(4) FOT any +, 0 E 6!$, C$(+ . 0) = 7r(C$+, C$9). 
(5) C;(C,F . C,G) = +(FT , GT). 
Proof. Parts (1) through (3) are immediate from foregoing results. In (4), 
using (P20), (1.13) and (1.10), we have that 
c*,(+ . e) = hc-yc*(+ . e)) = hc-lyTp(c*+, c*e)) 
= hr-11(~~(hh[-ll(c*~), hh[-qc*e))) 
= h[-q,,(hc:+, hc$e)) = 7T(~;+r c,*e). 
(3.5) 
Finally (5) follows from (4) and (1) by letting 4 = C,F and 0 = CrG, com- 
pleting the proof. 
Remark. In (4) above it is not necessarily true that 4, B E U& implies 4 . B E G&. 
In fact, 4 . 0 E &. if and only if +(,a) . B(z) 3 h(O) for all z > 0. Note, however, 
that 4 . B E LS? SO that C;($ . 0) is well defined. In view of these observations, 
(5) does not imply that q(FT , GT) is T-log-concave since C,F . C&G may not 
be in Q$ . This last question is settled by our next two results. 
THEOREM 3.8. If T is an Archinaedean t-norm, then, for any F, GE A+, we 
have (T~(F, G))T 3 rT(FT , GT) with equality if T is strict. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.7(l), (3.2), (P14), and Theorem 3.7(5), we have that 
(v(F, G))= = CXT(~T(F, G)) = C?(maxMO), CT-F 3 C&l) 
= h[-4C*(max{h(O), C,F . C,G)) > h[-lIC”(C,F. CTG) (3.6) 
= C;(C,F . CTG) = rT(FT , GT). 
If T is strict then h(0) = 0, so that the inequality in (3.6) becomes an equality, 
completing the proof. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let T be Archimedean and let F, G E A* with T~(F, G) # E, . 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: (1) rT(FT, GT) is T-log-concave; 
(2) C,(T,(F, G)) = C,F * C,G; and (3) hF(O+) . hG(O+) > h(0). 
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PWZ$ sate from Theorem 3.3 that Km,,, CrF(z) &;-G(z) = @(O?-) 
jzG(O-+). Hence the equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from (3.2) and the fact 
that C,F and CrG are non-increasing on [0, co). 
Next assume that (2) holds. Then the inequality in (3.6) becomes an equality, 
whence (1) holds. 
Finally, assume (1) holds. If T is strict then (2) holds in any case. On the 
other hand, if T is not strict then h(0) > 0. Thus, by Definition 3.2(iii) and 
Definition 2.2(a), log(hT,(Fr , Gr)) is concave on (0, CD). Now log(hTr(F, , Gr)) 
is clearly non-decreasing on (0, co) and, since ~r(Fr , G,) >, T~(F, 6) # E, 7 
it easily follows that 
VP-T 7 G-b9 > 0 for all x > 0. (3.7) 
But then since FT, 6, E a-, we have that, for each integer n > 0, there 
exist points u, , v, with 0 < U, , vu, < 1 /n and u, + u/J, = 1 /z so that T(Fr[uJ, 
Gr(Q) = P1l(hFr(u,) . hG,(v,)) > 0. Consequently, by (1.5) hFr(u,) . 
hG,(v,) > h(0) f or all n. Hence, using Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, we have 
hF(0~) . /X2(0+) = $+z &F(z) . C,G(z) = ;$ C,(F,)(z) . C,(G,)(x) 
= hF,(O+) . hG,(O+) = ;& izF&ti,) . hG&) > h(O), 
which yields (3), completing the proof. 
Note if T is strict then h(O) = 0, so that we have: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let T be a strict t-norm. If F, G E AT?, then T~(F, 6) is also 
T-log-concave, i.e., A$ is closed under *3 . 
Note, however, that if T is Archimedean but not strict andP, G E 4,~ are both 
continuous at 0 with T,(F, G) # E, , then hF(O+) . hG(O+) = (Jz(@))~ < h(O), so 
that, by Theorem 3.9, rr(F, G) . 1s not T-log-concave. Hence, in this case, A,-+ 
is not closed under rr, . However, for a given Archimedean l-norm T, if we 
consider the larger subset ar of A+ given by 
9&- = (FE A+ / log(hF) is concave on (b, , a)), (3.8) 
where 6, = sup{% I F(x) = 0), then gr is closed under or . To see this fact, 
for any F E A+, we define 
(3.3) 
and note from (3.8) that F E gr if and only if (JzF)~ is log-concave in the sense 
of Definition 2.2. Now if F, G E 9r, then we have from (Pl!) that rp((hQ , 
(AG),) is log-concave. Since, using (1.10) and ( 1.13), it is easily shown that 
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T#‘, G) = h[-‘l(~~((hF)~, (IzG),)), it follows that 7r(F, G) EL%$ . Comparing 
(3.8) and (3.9) to Definition 3.2(iii), we also note that, for any Archimedean 
t-norm T, A,+ _C z$$ and g= = AT+ if and only if T is strict. We shall show in 
the next section that, for any Archimedean t-norm T, the distribution functions 
in k& are infinitely divisible under rT . 
Our next result yields properties which are useful in computing T-conjugate 
transforms. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let T be Rrchimedean and let a > 0. Then 
(1) IfFEA+andHEA+isgivenbyH(x) =F(x-a)forallx, then 
C,H(x) = max{h(O), e-aZC,F(z)>, for all z 3 0. 
(2) If 4 E Q$ and 0 is given by B(x) = e+%j(z) for a21 x > 0, then 
C$(x) = C;~(X - a), for all x. 
(3) IfF E A+ and G E AT is given by G(x) = F(ax) fey all x, then 
G-G(x) = GJTda), for all z 2 0. 
(4) If C E@T d an we dejke u(z) = 4(az) for all z 2 0, then 
UEG& and C&(x) = CF$(x/a) foT all x. 
(5) If4 E .Ql, and B is defined by 6’(z) = ($(,z))“for all x > 0, then 
C,*@(x) = h[-ll[(hC;+(x/a))a], for all x. 
Proof. In (1) we have, for any x 3 0, that 
C,H(x) = ~3: e-O”hH(x) = sup e-“#h(F(x - a)) 
z>o 
= mlx{ozua edzZh(F(x - a)), e-az sup e-($7@hF(x - a)} 
= max{h(ii, e-aZCrF(z)}. 
m--a>0 
Next, (2), (3), and (4) follow easily from (P24), (P25), and (P26), respectively. 
Finally in (5) since 4 E G& we have by (P2) and (P13) that 
c*$qoq = $IiI cc*y!+?> = &tp(2) > h(O), 
whence C*+(x) > h(0) for all x > 0. Thus (P22) and (1.7) yield that, for 
x > 0, 
CFB(x) = h[-lK’*B(x) = h[-ll[(C*&x/a))“] 
= h[-ll[(hh[-lK?*+(x/a))“] = h[-ll[(hC$$(x/a))~]. 
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Using the convention that K&$(x) = 0 f or x < 0 then compietes the proof. 
Thus, for any given Archimedean t-norm T, we have generalized properties 
(PI)-(P26) to the case of the transform C, on (LIT, or). Note that in several 
cases there is a key difference in the properties obtained w-hen T is a strict 
t-norm as compared to when T is Archimedean but not strict; as reflected in 
the fact that (3.2) reduces to (3.3) only when T is strict. The fact that (3.2) 
does not reduce to (3.3) in the Archimedean non-strict case reflects funda- 
mental properties of the 7r semigroup (d+, or) in that case. In fact, we have: 
THEOREM 3.11. Let T be an Archimedean but non-strict t-norm. Then there 
exists no transform D: A+ - 9 where, for some non-em@y subsets A, B of the 
complex numbers, 9 is a set of functions (4: A - B) such that: (i) For non-trivial 
FE Al, (i.e., F # E,), DF(z) # 0 f OY any z E A; and (ii) D(T~(F, G))(z) = 
DF(z) . DG(z) for all F, G E A+ and z E A (except the useless transform 
IIF = I joy all F E A+ and aZl x E A). 
Proof. The result easily follows from the fact [lo] that there exists a non- 
trivial H E A-k such that T*(H, N) = E, . 
4. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF [A”,T~) 
In [9] the author showed that the cancellation law fails in the semigroup 
(A?-, TV) for any continuous t-norm T. Using T-conjugate transforms, we can 
now identify when the cancellation law holds in the Archimedean t-norm case. 
TIiEoREiiZ 4.1. Let F, G, H E A+ with F # E, . Then 
(1) If T is strict and T~(F, G) = r&F, H) then GT = H, . 
(2) If T is strict and 6, H aye T-log-concave, then T&P;: G) = fy(F, H) ;f‘ 
and only if G = H. 
(3) Let T be Archimedean and let G, H be T-log-concave. Then $r=(F, G) = 
T,(& H) T= E, and is also T-log-concave, then G = H. 
Proof. Statement (1) clearly follows from (3.3), Theorem 3.3(2), and 
Theorem 3.7(3). Next, (2) follows from (I) and Theorem 3.7(2). 
Finally, using Theorems 3.8 and 3.7(2), we have in (3) that 
rT(FT , G) = +(F, G) = T~(F, H) = T~(F* , El) # Ed , (4.1) 
whence we can use Theorem 3.9 instead of (3.3) and repeat the argument in (l)? 
completing the proof. 
In view of Corollary 3.2, we thus have that if T is a strict t-norm, then (A,+: +) 
is a subsemigroup of (A-k, or) in which the cancellation law holds. Moreover, 
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by Theorem 3.4, this is the largest subset of do for which the cancellation law 
holds under 71. . 
Next we consider the problem of finding powers and roots of distribution 
functions under ~~ . The following result is due to B. Schweizer (unpublished), 
but the proof here using T-conjugate transforms is entirely new and much 
simpler. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T be an Archimedean t-norm and let 9& begiven by (3.8). 
Suppose F E 5& with F # E, and define (hF), E A+ by (3.9). If, fog any ol > 0, zL’e 
dejne FrB1 E A+ by 
F[“J(x) = h[-‘l((hF),(+)) (4.2) 
and let FL01 = E,, , then we have 
T~(F[~I, Fro]) = FcafBl for all 01, /l 2 0. 
Proof. Let j be the identity function and note from (P21) and (P25) that, 
for any ol > 0, 
WhFW/4)al = (WWtJ=. (4.3) 
Also note that ((hF)a(j/ol))a 1 g- IS o concave for any 01 > 0. Thus using (4.2), 
(l.lO), (1.13), (P19), (4.3), (P15), we have for any 01, /3 > 0 that 
T#+J, F[sl) = h[-ll(T,(hFr”l, hFIB1)) 
= h[-“(~,(hh[-‘l[((hF),(j/~))*l, hh[-‘ [((hF>~(j/~))pl)) 
= h[-l’(T,(((hF),(j/~))=, KW~JP))~)) 
= h[-‘l[C”((C(hF),)’ . (C(hF),)B)] 
= h[-‘l[C*((C(hF),~+@)] 
= hc-‘l[C*C[((hF),(j/(~ + p)))ol’B]] 
= h[-‘l[((hF),(j/(a + @))=+a] = F[*+‘% 
Since Fro1 = c0 , the cases a~ = 0 and p = 0 are trivial and the proof is complete. 
Remarks. Note that FL11 = F so that F[mJ is the ath power (or root) of F 
under G-~ . Clearly (F[sl ) a! > 0) is a continuous family of iterates. In addition, 
lim,,,FC~l = co = Fro]. 
Finally, we consider the problem of solving equations in (A+, TV). This 
question was also studied by the author in [lo] for general t-norms. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T be an Archimedean t-norm and let F, HE A,+ with 
F, H # 6, . Then theve is a GE A+ such that (i) q-(F, G) = H if and only if 
(ii) C,HjC,F E G& _ Moreover, if (ii) holds then G = C:(C,H/C,F) is a solution 
to (i) (where G E A,+). 
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ProoJ The result can easily be established by applying Theorems Z!.‘?(5), 
3..8, 3.9, and 3.3(2). 
For non-T-log-concave distribution functions we still have the following 
necessary condition for solving equations: 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let T be a strict t-norm and let F, H E A+- with F; f cm , 
Then there is a G E AT so that r,(F, G) = H only if CJY/C,F E 6?$ . 
Examples are given in [ll] to show that Theorem 4.3 is an effective tool for 
solving equations of the above type. A short table of conjugate transforms also 
appears in [II]. 
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